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EXTENSION OF APPLICABILITY OF INTEGRAL NEUTRON 
TRANSPORT THEORY IN REACTOR CELL AND CORE 
INVESTIGATION 

A B S T R A C T 

A Space-Point Energy-Group integral transport theory method 
(SPEG) is developed and applied to the local and global calculations 
of the Yugoslav RA reactor. Compared to other integral transport 
theory methods, the SPEG distinguishes by (1) the arbitrary order 
of the polynomial, (2) the effective determination of integral parame-
ters through point flux values, (3) the use of neutron balance condition 
as a posterior measure of the accuracy of the calculation and (4) the 
elimination of the subdivisions into zooesin realistic cases. 

In addition, different direct (collision probability) and indirect (Monte 
Carlo) approach« to integral transport theory have been investigated 
and Some effective acceleration procedures introduced. The study was 
performed on three test problems In plane and cylindrical geometry, 
as well as on the nine-region cell of the RA reactor. 

In particular, the limitation! of the integral transport theory including 
its non-applicability to optically large material regions and to global 
reactor calculations were twnaacd. The proposed strictly multipoint 
approach, avoiding the subdivision into zones and groups, seems to 
provide a good starting point to overcome these limitations of the 
integral transport theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Systematic studies of integral transport theory methods, aimed at improvements 
of their effectiveness and applicability, are gaining in importance [I}. This is parti-
cularly relevant to power reactor burn-up calculations, where the integral transport 
theory methods seem to be very suitable for the cell flux re-computations [2], 

Different techniques of direct and indirect solving of the integral transport epuation 
for heterogeneous media have been developed. The commonly used direct techni-
ques are based on tihe collision probability approach. An indirect approach to the 
problem is the estimation of terms of the integral transport equation by the Monte 
Carlo simulation. 

One of the most serious drawbacks in practical applications of neutron transport 
theory is the relatively large computing time* Within the integral transport theory, 
the number of transport coefficients may increase considerably, when optically 
large material regions are treated. The problem is even more complicated if the 
scattering anisotropy and the energy dependence are to be included. 

To overcome these difficulties, different acceleration procedures have been deve-
loped. Within the one-group integral transport theory, the use of "space polynomial 
approximations of the second [3] or the arbitrary [4] order resulted in a substantial 
reduction of computing time for a given accuracy. The scattering anisotropy was 
included in a „linear" flux approximation technique [5] as well as in a „mixed" 
(integral 4- differential) approach [6]. The pomtwire representation of the energy 
variables, avoiding the subdivision into groups, is found to be very efficient as well 
[7]. Unifying both space and energy point discretisation procedures, a fast conver-
gent integral transport theory method has been developed [8]. 

In the Monte Carlo approach several standard acceleration techniques are in use. 
Recently, two additional Monte Carlo procedures (unperturbed surface source 
and point flux estimator) based on the adjoint transport equation have been deve-
loped [9], 

In this paper different collision proability approaches and Monte Carlo techniques 
have been investigated and some effective acceleration procedures introduced. The 
study was performed on three heterogeneous test problems (based on three bench-
marks defined within the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Program on Methods in 
Neutron Transport Theory), as well as on the nine-region cell of the Yugoslav 
heavy water RA reactor. An improved space-point energy-group integral transport 
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procedure (SPEG) was also developed and applied tothelocaland global calcola-
t"oas of the RA reactor. In particular, the limitations of the integral transport theory 
including its non-applicability to optically large material regions-arid to global re-
actor calculations were examined. 

2. THEORY ' ' " ' 

As known, the multizone-multigroup representation of the Integral transport equa-
tion in the standard collision probability approach gives (e-g. rcf, [2], p.-16): 

л - 1, 2, . . . , Z;g = 1, 2,. . . , G 
where the Z and G denote the total number of zones and groups, respectively. 

The transport coefficients Ts-^Zm s have non-zero values for all z' and z (since 
in the integral transport theory each zone contributes to all other zones), so that 
the number of these coefficients is a2 for each energy group g. Therefore, the multi-
zone integral transport theory is, in principle, unsuitable for the treatment of opti-
cally large material regions, requiring a subdivision into a large number of zones. 
The problem is different in the case of inregro-differenrial methods, where only 
adjacent coefficients are interconnected [10, П]. 

However, the introduction of the pointwise r'epresentation of the space variables 
with the polynomial interpolations provides some possibilities of accelerating the 
integral transport calculations. Instead of subdividing the material regions into 
zones with specially constant flux and source, in the pointwise collision probability 
representation (CPN) the neutron flux 2nd source are approximated by polyno-
mials of N-th order, resulting in discrete flux values at the chosen set of space points. 
Consequently, CPO corresponds to the standard (flat flux) collision probability 
approach, the CP t* to the „linear" flux approximation and the CP 2 to the three-
point approximation. 

The integral transport equation in the space-point energy-group (SPEG) repre-
sentation would be: .̂  •" -

z G 

0) 

R JV+1 
G 

r = 1, 2, R; p = 1,2, . . . , N r + 1; 1,2, • .•><? 
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where R denotes the total number of material regions, and Nr the order of the poly-
nomial in die region r. This muldpoint-muhigroup equation is similar in structure 
to the multiwme-muhigroup equstioa (1), the fiat fiux-and-source assumption 
being avoided. 

Rearranging the above equation (2) as to include into the source term the scattering 
from other groups, small systems of multipoint algebraic equations for each energy 
group are obtained. The systems are suitable for solving by standard source itera-
tion procedure, which in our case has shown to be fast-convergent (2—3 iterations 
for cell critkality calculations). 

Comparing die SFEO with other existing multigroup polynomial interpolation 
methods (as die „linear** or parabolic flux interpolation), it should be mentioned 
that the difference between them is not only in the polynomial order, but also in 
the procedure of determining the integral parameters of the regions. Namely, in 
the SPEG the integral characteristics of the material regions are determined by 
quadrature formulas of Gaussian type (thus minimising the necessary number of 
points). Therefore the interpolation polynomials of arbitrary order are used only 
to transform the integral equation into a system of linear algebraic equations, and 
not for the integral parameter's determination. These are determined by the nume-
rical integration using the obtained flux values in the chosen set of integration 
points. 

Another specific feature of the SPEG is that, contrary to other methods, the ne-
utron balance condition is not supposed to be satisfied in advance. Consequently, 
the investigation of its fulfilment serves as a posterior measure of the accuracy of 
calculation. In this way the necessary number of iterations in the burnup calcula-
tions of a given cell is reduced to one, while the other methods require at least three 
iterations. 

In the Monte Carlo calculations the corresponding well-known acceleration techni-
ques (importance sampling and Russian roulette) and estimators (binomial and 
weighted track length) were used. 

In addition, an efficient Monte Carlo procedure, based on the simulation of random 
neutron walks starting from the unperturbed surface source has been introduced. 
The unperturbed surface source is defined as the number of neutrons which, star-
ting from the moderator region, cross the boundary between the absorber and die 
moderator for the first time. This source is obtained using the adjoint mode pro-
cedure. 
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Special attention was paid to the problem of calculating the neutron flux at a point 
by Monte Carlo as well. In this, the adjoint sampling scheme and an estimator 
for the adjoint Green's function were applied. 

3. BENCHMARK PROBLEMS 

3.1. BENCHMARK PROBLEM No. 1: Calculation of the effective multiplication factor 

Geometry: monodnxiensional plane three-layer system. 
Energy representation: one energy group (fission spectrum). 
Geometrical data: 
Layer I II III 
Material n. 2 n. 1 n. 2 
Thickness 1.8 cxn 4.95 cm 2.4 cm 

Boundary conditions: vacuum. 

Nuclear data: 
n. 1 n. 2 

Setcm-i) 0.065 0.0195 
(cm-1) 1.2 2.0405 

X/ (cm-1) 0.09 0 

3.2. BENCHMARK PROBLEM. No. 2: Calculation of the neutron escape probability 

Definition: the neutron escape probability (P) is die probability that a ne-
utron produced by a distributed or localized source escapes from the body for the 
first time after any number of collisions. 
Geometry: monodimensional plane slab of optical half-thickness a. 
Source: localized or distributed (constant or not). 
Notations: 

£ 
ce = —- the mean number of secondary neutrons per scattering. 

£ 
Ps the value of P fo r t he source Q(. t ) = б (x). 

Pdic the value of P for the source Q (x) — constant. 
Per the probability that a neutron generated by fission escapes for the first 

time after any number of collisions before it generates a new fission in 
a critical slab. 
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3.3. BENCHMARK. PROBLEM No. 3: Calculation of the flux ratio 

Geom e t r y: infinite absorber rod of radius ri = 2 cm inside the infinite annular 
moderator cylinder of the outer radius rB — 12 cm. 

Source: uniform source of thermal neutrons in the moderator. 
Boundary Condition: white. 
Nuclear data: 

Sffr(cm-i) - 1G3; 26r = 0. 
2«« = 0] (cnr1) = 0.4 

3.4. RA REACTOR CELL 

Geometry: nine-region cell defined in Table I. 
Composition: displayed in Table I. 
Nuclear data: 26 Bondarenko groups (11 fast, 10 resonance, 3 epithermal 

and 2 thermal) including selfshielding and transport Correc-
tions [12], 

Boundary condition: white. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The convergence of different collision probability approaches in calculating ktff 
and the space flux distribution is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The CP 0, 
CP 1 and CP 2 approaches imply the subdivision of material regions into zones 
(the number of zones per region is equal to the number of points per region devided 
by N -1- 1, N being the order of the polynomial). In the CPN approach no sub-
division into 2ones is assumed. 

The Monte Carlo calculations of keff are performed following the p r o c e d u r e 0f 
ref. [13], but instead of the weighted binomial estimator, a flux estimator was used. 
This was done in order to make the definition of ke/j consistent with that in the 
collision probability calculations. 

The comparison of the results for the escape probabilities obtained by CPN and 
by Monte Carlo are given in Table II. The order of the polynomials applied is 
dependent on the optical thickness of the medium, and is verified by satisfying 
the neutron balance condition. In the calculation of this benchmark, the simple 
binomial Monte Carlo estimator is found to be quite efficient. 
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FIG. 1. Convergence in 
Calculating the effective 
multiplication factor for 
a plane ву» tem. (Bench-
mark. No. 1) 

0— 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PQINTS 

B X (cm) 
P I G . 2. Space flux distri-
bution in « plane system 
(Benchmark No. 1) 
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The results concerning mean flux values (benchmark No. 3) are presented in Table 
III, Since St is extremely large, the whole absorption occurs at the surface of the 
rod (in layers a few mean free path thick). In this case it was necessary to subdivide 
the rod into zones (two surface layers and the rest of the rod). In practice the strong 
absorbing rods are annular, and no subdivision into zones would be necessary. 

3 4 s 6 j Icim) 
FIG. 3. Space distribu-
tion of faat neutron gro-
ups In RA reactor cell 

The calculation of the mean flux values in the case of a strong absorber in large 
moderating media by the straightforward Monte Carlo simulation would produce 
a large estimation variance. Since only a small percentage of the neutrons contri-
butes to the estimator, a sophisticated Monte Carlo estimator is needed. The appli-
cation of the weighted track length technique combined with the unperturbed sur-
face source resulted in a reduction of the estimation variance. 
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Tables IV end V comprise the results of CPN and Monte Carlo calculations of 
the thermal neutron flux in the RA reactor cell. In the Monte Carlo estimations 
of the neutron flux in space points, the point flux estimator technique had to be 
used, while for the mean flux values the standard- weighted trade length estimator 
was simply applied. 

The space and energy flux distributions of the same cell are presented in Figs. 
3—5. The SPEG procedure was applied, using 26 Bondarenko groups. The same 
procedure was used in calculating the infinite multiplication factor and the material 
budding for different lattice pitches (Fig. 6). The results for the material budding 
are in good agreement with the experimental values [14] (except for very small la-
ttice pitches, where the experimental values were disturbed due to the small core 
in a large reflector). 
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FIG. 3. Space distribu-tion of cpithermal and 
thermal neutron group* in RA reactor cell 

FIG. 6. Infinite multi-
plication factor and ma-
terial buck!ine for diffe-
rent lattice pitches of RA 

reactor 
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TABLE I 
GEOMETRY AND COMPOSITION OF THE MATERIAL REGIONS OP RA REACTOR CELL 

Region Material Ooter 
radius (cm) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Concentra-
tion 

(10s8 an"3) 
1 D 2 0 (0.25% H 2 0) 1.05 1.105 D 

O 
H 

6.64489 
3.33077 
0.01665 

2 Al 1.20 2.699 Al 6.02933 
3 D2OC0.25% HaO) 1.45 1.105 D 

O 
H 

6.64489 
3.33077 
0.01665 

4 Al 1.55 2.699 Al 6.02933 
5 U (2% U238) 1.75 18.700 ц и а 

XJZ35 
4.63914 
О.У9588 

6 Al 1.85 2.699 Al 6.02933 
7 DaO (0.25% HaO) 2.05 1.105 D 

O 
H 

6.64489 
3.33077 
0.01655 

8 Al 2.15 1699 Al 6.02933 
9 DiO CO-25% HsO) 7.3344 1.105 D 

O 
H 

6.64489 . 
3.33077 
0.01655 
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TABLE II 
ESCAPE PROBABILITIES FOR PLANE SLABS (BENCHMARK No. 2} 

a ^ ч . 
0.2 J 0.4 0.6 o.s 0.9 Sources Method 

0.9990 0.9993 0.9995 0.9998 0.9999 Л , . MC 

0.0001 0.9992 0.9994 0.9996 0.9998 0.9998 Pi 0.0001 
0.9992 0.9994 0.9996 0.9998 0.9999 Par CP 1 
0.9992 0.9994 0.9996 0.9998 0.9999 Pa, c 
0.9767 0.9824 0.9882 0.9941 0.9970 Pi MC 
0.9771 0.9828 0.9885 0.9942 0.9971 ?d,o 

MC 

0.005 0.9769 0.9826 0.9882 0.9938 0.9968 Pi 
0.9777 0.9831 0.9886 0.9942 0,9971 Por CP 2 
0.9777 0.9832 0.9887 0.9943 0.9971 
0.1863 0.2342 CL3339 0.5221 0.6937 Pi MC 
0.2755 0.3324 0.4235 0.5867 0.7377 Pd.c 

MC 

1. 0.1860 0.2426 0.3368 0.5176 0.6844 Ps 
0.2564 0.3154 0.4076 0.5782 0.7310 CP 4 

* 0.2750 0.3328 0.4240 0.5919 0.7383 Pd,o 
0.0481 0.0767 0.1258 0.2599 0.4405 Pi MC 
0.1562 0.1938 0.2525 0.3848 0.5451 Pa, a 

MC 

2. 0.0514 0.0759 Q.1259 0.2587 0.4361 Pi 
0.1187 0.1522 0.2120 0.3493 0.5145 P e r CP 5 
0.1472 0.1828 0.2440 0.3795 0.5404 P d x 
0.0199 0.0271 0.0501 0.1289 0.2640 Pi MC 
0.1005 0.1229 0.1697 &2711 0.4070 Pa, c 

MC 

3. 0.0155 0.0251 0.0480 0.1255 0.2625 P 8 

0.0653 0.0761 0.1268 0.2227 0.3631 Per CP 5 
0.0983 0.1228 0.1650 0.2652 0.4021 

TABLE II I 
MEAN FLUX VALUES IN THE ABSORBING ROD AND THE MODERATOR (BENCHMARK No. 3) 

Number of points ФЈФГ 

Rod Moderator CPN MC EXACT CPN MC 

1 + 5 + 5 5 0.034901 0.035006 0.035 5521 5575 
1 + 6 + 6 6 0.035199 5558 
1 + 7 + 7 7 0l034914 5556 
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TABLE IV 
THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN SPACE POINTS OF RA REACTOR CELL 

Radius (cm) MC GPN Radius (cm) MC CPN 

0.0 144.38 144.42 1.800 140.47 140.38 
0.840 142,08 142.31 1.892 144-59 144.23 
1.125 130.90 139.59 Z008 148.41 '148.47 
1.252 138.21 138.68 2.100 150.29 150.58 
1.397 .. 135.28 136.08 2.284 154.76 154.35 
1.500 132.67 132.29 2.832 163,55 163.18 
1.564 128.94 128.33 3.718 171.37 171.67 
1.616 127.72 127,21 4.789 177.50 177.57 
1.684;' 128,8,S 129.34 5.860 181.07 180.68 
1.736 133,57 134.11 6.748 181.59 181,65 

T A B L E V 
MEAN VALUES O P THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX Ш T H f i MATERIAL REGIONS 
OF RA REACTOR CELL 

Region , Material Rad ius 
i 

Material 
( c m ) w c CPN MC CPN 

1 D2O" 1,050 142.74 142.77 1.132 1.1036 
2 AI L20O 139.26 139.59 1.105 1.1079 
3 D*Q 1.450 137.17 137.30 1.038 1.1061 
4 Al 1.550 129.27 132.29 1.025 1.0226 
5 U 1.750 126.03 129.36 1.0 1.0 
€ Al 1.850 137.91 140.37 1.094 1,085 
7 DeO 2.050 143.06 146.41 1.139 1.1317 
8 Al 2150 146.50 150.57 1.162 1.164 
9 D aO 7.3344 172.52 176.6S 1.368 1.366 

The previous results, indicating the applicability of the multipoint integral tran-
sport theory to cells with optically large regions, suggested, the introduction of the 
SPEG method to, rhe.global reactor calculation. This step was additionally suppor-
ted by the satisfactory agreement (within O.OOl in k̂ f) between the ĆPN results 
for both the plane geometry and for the cylindrical geometry (of large radius) si-
mulating tins plane geometry. 

Fig. 7 shows some results .obtained by SPEG for the two-group radial flux distri-
bution of the RA reactor (lattice pitch 13 cm). The influence of the central experi-
mental channel is clearly pronounced-

It is commonly stated that the integral transport theory, contrary to the integro-
-differential one, is not suitable for the optically large material regions and for the 
global reactor calculations. The strictly multipoint approach, avoiding the subdi-
vision into zones and groups, seems to provide a good starting point to overcome 
these limitations of the integral transport theory. 
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l o l n e 
FROStRENJE PRiMENLJIVOSTl Ш Е 6 И А 1 Л Е TRANSPORTNE TEORIJE N E -
UTRONA U PROUČAVANJA ĆELIJE I JEZGRA REAKTORA 

Razvijena je prostomo-tačkasta energetski-grupna metoda integralne transportne teorije (SPEG) 
i primenjena na lokalne i globalne proračune jugo slovenskog reaktora RA. U poređenju sa drugim 
metodama integralne transportne teorije, SPEG se odlikuje (1) proizvoljnim redom polinoma, 
(2) efikasnim određivanjem integralnih parametara pteko vrednosti fluksa u tačkama, (3) korUće-
njem uslova neutronskog balansa kao aposteriorne mere taCnosti računanja i (4) eliminacijom po-
dde na zone u realnim slučajevima. 

Pored toga, proučeni su razni direktni (verovatnoće sudara) i indirektni (Montc Karlo) prilazi inte-
gralnoj transportnoj teoriji i uvedeni efikasni postupci ubrzavanja. Istraživanje je izvrSeno na tri 
test problema u ravno} i cilindričnoj geometriji, kao i na ćeliji reaktotti RA koja ima dćvet oblasti. 

Posebno su ispitana" ograničenja integralne transportne teorije uključujući njenu neprimenljivost 
na optički velike materijalne oblasti i na globalne itaktorske proračune. Predloženi striktno mno-
gota£kasti prilaz, koji. izbegava podelu na zone i grupe, izgleda da prala dobra polazim osnovu 
za prevaalažaije ovih ograničenja integralne transportne teorije. 


